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"What do you think of my fiction book writing?" the aspiring novelist extorted. " Darn," the editor hectored, in turn. "I can
not publish your novel! It is fu.

A lot of authors create this type of character, assuming the snappy, witty dialogue will write itself. Accidental
Innuendo : "The Deafening Hug" features a scene with a brother and sister hugging. Gratuitous Animal
Sidekick : Discouraged. Another style of the neoclassical period is the Regency style, and novels set during
this period are called Regency romances. In How Not to Write a Novel, authors Howard Mittelmark and
Sandra Newman distill their 30 years combined experience in teaching, editing, writing, and reviewing fiction
to bring you real advice from the other side of the query letter. Sexy Discretion Shot : Discussed in "The Hays
Code"; they point out that if the genre you're writing in such as a steamy 'sexploitation' romance novel, for
example is one where the reader expects to see sexy fun times, then coyly using this trope is a bit of a cheat.
Each mistake includes an example, followed by commentary. Sometimes though, I came across something
that was hilarious but in the back of my mind I wondered, mmmm, could I be accused of this? As funny as it
is useful, this essential how-NOT-to guide will help you get your manuscript out of the slush pile and into the
bookstore. Humor Dissonance : invoked"A Confederacy of Shills" advises against having characters laugh
uproariously at every joke during a conversation. This is not one of those books. Discouraged, as examples
tend to be one-dimensional stock characters, which can seem rather patronizing and insulting. Tossing in a
touching scene with his German Shepherd Blondie and a dish of lentils won't make Hitler's character
"balanced". Padding : "The Second Argument in the Laundromat" using more than one scene to establish a
single fact , "The Redundant Tautology" the author repeating him or herself , and "The Skipping Record" a
character's thoughts repeating themselves. Like Reality Unless Noted : Is given as the reason why research and
thorough world building are needed for historical fiction, sci-fi or fantasy. Generally, saying 'edifice' instead of
'building' doesn't tell your reader anything more about the building; it tells your reader that you know the word
edifice. Western literature does not include westerns, which are a genre of fiction set in the American West,
and always have cowboys and sometimes have Indians. The book, naturally, is about how not to write a novel.
On the contrary, this is a collection of terrible, awkward, and laughably unreadable excerpts that will teach
you what to avoidâ€”at all costsâ€”if you ever want your novel published. They say that the belief that
difficult-to-understand writing is artistic is "analogous to the belief that the warrior who dons the pelt of a lion
thereby acquires its strength and cunning. Delusions of Eloquence : "The Crepuscular Handbag," where the
example story is a dramatic rape scene turned into comedy by using all the wrong words. Deus Angst Machina
: invoked"Compassion Fatigue". Two other actors were having sex on a bed. As You Know : "But, Captain
Discouraged since it can make the sex scene sound too funny. Card-Carrying Villain : "Inside the Mind of a
Criminal" advises against characterizing antagonists as committing villainous acts purely For the Evulz. Both
discouraged. If it has even more sex in it, and less romance, it is called pornography, unless it is literary
fiction, in which case it is just called fiction. It is probably the only self-help book that you'll want to read over
and over, because it's actually amusing to read. As a rule, major coincidences can be used to set a plot in
motion , but not to resolve it. Needless to say, this is rarely the case. Experienced authors know that it is in fact
an "invisible word" like "the", "a", or "it". On the contrary, this is a collection of terrible, awkward, and
laughably unreadable excerpts that will teach you what to avoidâ€”at all costsâ€”if you ever want your novel
published. Literary fiction is a genre of fiction which is not genre fiction. Captain Ersatz : Alluded to after a
long speech on why not to try to sell fanfic which ends with "now go back and Captain Obvious Aesop :
invokedDiscouraged in "The Educational Film"; Sometimes an unpublished author will stake out a position
that is shared by everyone else in the world and defend it as if he stood embattled and alone. She pulls out a
gun and says that she's going to kill him For similar reasons, characters should not make sudden about-faces in
their attitudes. They also recommend that the nice-but-dull variation can be traded in for a better model, but
only if the protagonist shows an appropriate amount of remorse rather than glee. There were some cameramen
filming them, who had their clothes on. List of Ingredients has a particularly humorous example of bland
description gone bad: There were naked actors standing around the pornography studio: three women and one
man. Otherwise, well, the protagonist can still be unfaithful, but will then be in the wrong and must be
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acknowledged to be such. Sesquipedalian Loquaciousness : "The Puffer Fish" and "The Crepitating Parasol"
using big words the reader doesn't know in a failed attempt to sound clever and "The Crepuscular Handbag"
using big words you don't know in a failed attempt to sound clever. Chekhov's Gun : "The Gum on the
Mantelpiece" uses a version of Chekhov's law: if there is gum on the mantelpiece in the first chapter, it must
go on something by the last chapter.


